
Celestial Firestorm
A game of tiles and fireworks for 1-5 players

By: Caroline Berg

Summary:
Players choose one of the five celestial animals to fight for supremacy of the skies - using fireworks! Connect 

firework tiles to gain territory, break up other firework collections, and battle for the largest section of the night 
sky.

Objective:
Select one of five different five celestial animals.  Then connect fireworks of the color of that animal into 

connected chains across the tiles.  Only fireworks which are connected will score points.  The winner is the 
player with the most points once all the tiles have been played.

Set-Up:
• Remove the directional tile, seen right, and shuffle the rest of the tiles together.
• Deal three tiles to each player. 
• Place the rest of the tiles in a stack, facedown.
• Players look at their three tiles and decide what sacred animal they want to play.
• Players announce their animals.  There can only be one player for each animal.  
Players must resolve who plays each animal, if most than one player has chosen the
same sacred animal, the other players much choose different animals.
• Decide which player goes first.
• Players then place the directional tile.  This will be important for scoring at the end of the game.

How To Play:
• Play one tile from your hand.
• Draw a new tile.
• Players continue until all the tiles have been played.
• Tally the points each player has scored (more on this in the Scoring section)

Types of FIreworks:
There are three different types of fireworks in the game.

This is a regular firework.
These fireworks have no
special abilities.

This is a locked firework.  
No fireworks can be played 
over this firework. 

This is a celebration firework.  
These fireworks can be placed 
over other fireworks that are 
not locked.  These do not have 
to match the color of the fire-
work below them.



Celestial Animals:
• Azure Dragon of the East
• Jade Turtle of the North
• Gold Qilin of the Center
• Snow Tiger of the West
• Vermillion Bird of the South

Scoring:
At the end of the game, all the fireworks on the board are tallied for points.  The points are as follows:

All fireworks which are solitairy and not connected to any other firewords of the same tile are worth 0 points.
All fireworks which are part of chains are worth 1 point.

• Jade Turtle - any green fireworks that are part of a chain and are touching the north (N) edge of the play area 
are worth 2 points.
• Azure Dragon - any blue fireworks that are part of a chain and are touching the east (E) edge of the play area 
are worth 2 points.
• Vermillion Bird - any red fireworks that are part of a chain and are touching the south (S) edge of the play area 
are worth 2 points.
• Snow Tiger - any white fireworks that are part of a chain and are touching the west (W) edge of the play area 
are worth 2 points.
• Gold Qilin - any yellow fireworks that are part of a chain and are at the center (C), which is to say, any tiles 
that are not touching any edge of the play area, are worth 2 points.

Solitaire Play vs. Competitive Play:
It is entirely possible to play this game solitaire, however there are a few differences.

• Players must have their chain connected to the direction their celestial animal controls.  This is not optional.  
If they are playing the Azure Dragon, at least one firework from their chain has to be on the eastern edge of the 
play area.  If they are playing the Gold Qilin, at least one firework must be fulled contained and not touch any 
edges of the play area.

Solitaire Play Scoring:
• If players do not have any fireworks that touch the region their celestial animal controls, they lose the game.  
• Any tiles that are part of chains that do not touch the region their celestial animal controls are worth 0 points at 
the end of the game.  
• Players still tally all their points at the end of the game - and all the points the other celestial animals would 
have earned - following the rules listed above.
• If players have less points than any other celestial animal, the player has lost the game.

Variant for the Solitaire Version:
If players feel they need a challenge for the solitaire version, here are some alternate rules:

• When playing the Gold Qilin, all fireworks must be contained and not touch any edges.


